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required values are as follows: £ = 7.05 inches; Z = reach of punch +£ = 18 + 7.05 =25.05 inches; .4=156.25 square inches; 1 = 5032.5 bi-quadratic inches; P =59,000 Ibs.
Then	/-I
^59000X25.05X7.05
1     I	5032-5	'
/!+/ = 2448 Ibs. = maximum fiber stress in the section. The factor of safety = 20,000-^2448=8.17.* This section, therefore, fulfills the requirement for strength, and the material is well arranged for. cooling with little shrinkage, and without spongy spots. The gravity axis may be located, and the value of / determined by graphic methods. See Hoskins's "Graphic Statics." f Let the section CD, Fig. 250, be considered. Fig. 255 shows the part at the left of CD free. K is the projection of the gravity axis of the section. As before, put in two opposite forces, Pa and P4, equal to each other and to P, and having their common line of action parallel to that of P, at a distance l\ from it. P and P4 now form a couple, whose moment ==P/i, tending to produce flexure about K. P3 must be resolved into two components, one ps/, at right angles to the section considered, tending to produce tensile stress; and the other JK, parallel to the section, tending to produce shearing stress. The greatest unit tensile
the true gravity axis of irregular figures is as follows: On a piece of thin but un^ form, cardboard lay out the figure to scale. Cut it out carefully with a sharp knife. Balance the figure exactly, by trial, on a knife-edge. The line of contacl with the knife-edge is the gravity axis. Its position may be marked and its location measured to scale.
* This discussion neglects the action of gravity which would exert a counter-balancing moment, reducing the maximum tensile fiber stress below the value found. This makes the actual factor of safety greater than the apparent t actor of safety.
t The student will be familiar with analytical methods for their determina tion from his study of the ''Mechanics of Materials."

